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Senior Health & Fitness Day
Staying fit and mobile plays a 
large role in senior health. As 
we age, it’s not always easy to 
maintain fitness levels. Older 
adults across the country are 
increasing their physical 
activity in new ways. Some of 
the benefits from staying fit as 
a senior includes a reduced 
risk of heart disease, 
improved stamina and muscle 
strength, and a lowered 
chance of falling and 
fracturing bones. Engaging in 
physical activity can foster 
improvements in mood and a 
sense of well-being. 

Some studies show that 
practicing Tai Chi 
significantly reduces the risk 
of falls among older adults by 
nearly 50%. There are also 
more simple methods in 
staying fit such as walking, 
yoga and even water aerobics. 

With a combination of good 
exercise, healthy eating habits 
and routine health screenings, 
older adults are minimizing 
their risk for illness and 
improving their overall health. 
We wish you a happy Senior 
Health & Fitness Day!

Honor & Remember 
Memorial Day commemorates all military 
men and women who have died during 
service. Be sure to take time this Memorial 
Day to reach out to loved ones, local VA 
centers, to provide companionship and 
volunteer. Visit local memorials, cemeteries 
or museums, or host a family gathering , 
or attend a patriotic-themed parade in 
observance of this special day. Or reach 
out by phone, text, or video chat with 
a loved one who served, or a loved one 
who may have lost someone special that 
served. Ask them to share their stories 
and reminisce. Listen and learn from their 
history. Be sure to let them know how 
much they are valued and appreciated. 



Older Americans Month: 
Tips to Stay Youthful & Healthy
There is no need to let aging get 
you down!  Staying young is easier 
than you think. There are many 
ways to ensure we look and feel 
young, even as we get older. 

One of the key tips to staying young is 
to be happy. Our bodies react 
negatively to stress, which can cause 
physical damage. In order to stay 
young and have a healthy body, try 
to fill your life with the things that 
you love, and get rid of all the other 
stresses. Use exercise and meditation 
to feel young and learn to appreciate 
the good things in life.

Eating a nutritious diet is an 
essential component in healthy aging. 
Fruits, vegetables, whole grain and 
fiber can give your body the fuel it 
needs to allow you to accomplish 
your daily goals. Try new recipes or 
cook with your friends to make the 
process fun.

To slow down the aging process, 
exercise is extremely important. 
Exercising several times a week may 
help your body retain muscle, 
strength, stamina, balance and bone 
density. It is important to include 
cardio routines, as well as strength 
training sessions, in order to reduce 
the aging process.

If you are concerned about missing 
nutrients from your diet, which may 
impact energy levels, consider adding 
supplements to your daily routine. 
Aging often means that our bodies 
metabolize foods at different rates 
than they once did. Under the 
supervision of your physician, an 
addition of a supplement may help.

Just because you are aging does not 
mean you need to feel old. Enjoy life 
by feeling younger and ensure your 
golden years are truly your best!

Be sure to take a moment on Sunday, May 
14 to honor moms, foster moms, surrogate 
moms, grandmothers, aunts, and the other 
important women role models in your  
life. Let her know how much she means  
to you by calling, texting, video chatting  
or sharing photos on social media. Join  
or take her for lunch, send a card, gift,  
or flowers to make her feel extra special.

Happy Mother's Day

National Skilled 
Nursing Care Week
The 2023 theme for National Skilled 
Nursing Care Week (NSNCW), 
Cultivating Kindness, is inspired by 
the many acts of kindness that happen 
in skilled nursing care centers every 
day. Research has found that practicing 
compassion and kindness not only can 
improve health and well-being but can 
also strengthen human connections 
and bonds. Staff, residents, families, and 
members of the local community are 
encouraged to come together, lift each 
other up and participate in activities 
that promote and spread kindness.

Now and through May 14-20, 
2023, families, residents, and staff 
are encouraged to collaborate 
and participate in activities that 
encourage “cultivating kindness” 
such as sharing kind personalized 
feel-good notes, drawings and/
or video messages. Plan some fun 
spring fling events that feature local 
choirs, music groups, or dance troupes. 
Encourage intergenerational game nights 
and attending outings, activities, and 
meals with loved ones to celebrate. 
Established by the American Health Care 
Association (AHCA) in 1967, NSNCW, 
formerly known as National Nursing 
Home Week recognizes the role of skilled 
nursing care centers in caring for America’s 
seniors and individuals with disabilities.



Creative Beginnings
Creative Beginnings Month is 
designed to remind everyone to 
embrace their creative hobbies, and 
encourage them to pick up their tools 
of choice to begin creating anew! 

Creative Beginnings Month  
seems to have appeared out of 
nowhere, but the hugely popular 
idea of encouraging people to reach 
beyond their comfort zones and 
into the depths of their imagination 
is universal, so several countries 
celebrate this month worldwide.

Creativity is different for each  
and every one of us, so do not  
fret if you have not discovered  
your creative calling. 

Whether it is playing a musical 
instrument (violin, harmonica,  
or piano), painting (oil, watercolor, 
or acrylics), fabric crafts (crochet, 
sewing, embroidery), woodworking, 
writing short stories or poetry, 
embrace an old favorite or try 
something new this month; your 
creativity might surprise you!

Act F.A.S.T.
Acting F.A.S.T. can help stroke patients get the treatments they 
desperately need. The stroke treatments that work best are 
available only if the stroke is recognized and diagnosed within 
three hours of the first symptoms. Stroke patients may not be 
eligible for these if they don’t arrive at the hospital in time.

If you think someone may be having a stroke, act F.A.S.T.  
and do the following simple test:

F — Face: Ask the person to smile.  
Does one side of the face droop?

A — Arms: Ask the person to raise both 
arms. Does one arm drift downward?

S — Speech: Ask the person to repeat  
a simple phrase. Is the speech slurred  
or strange?

T — Time: If you see any of these signs,  
call 9-1-1 right away.

Note the time when any symptoms first appear. This information 
helps health care providers determine the best treatment for each 
person. Do not drive to the hospital or let someone else drive 
you. Call an ambulance so that medical personnel can begin 
life-saving treatment on the way to the emergency room.
 Source: cdc.gov

Recognizing Our Incredible Nurses  
During Nurses Week: May 6 – 12

From all of our team, we want to 
recognize the outstanding efforts 
of our caring, compassionate, 
and dedicated nurses, who work 
selflessly day and night to help, 
heal, and care for our residents 
and their loved ones. Thank you!
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Endangered Species Day
The first known species to disappear 
forever was the dodo bird. Dutch sailors 
mentioned it in records in 1598, but by 
1662 it was gone; hunted to extinction. 
This was one of the first signs that  
we needed to pay more attention to 
endangered species of plants and animals. 
The most endangered animal currently is 
the Javan rhinoceros, with black and 
Sumatran rhinos close behind on the 
endangered species list.  The World 
Wildlife Fund predicts that by 2050 some 
varieties of tigers, orangutans, leopards and 
whales, as well as polar bears and cheetahs 
may be extinct. Source: onekindplanet.org

May – Word Search

CREATIVE
HOBBY

FITNESS

MOM
GRANDMA

ENDANGERED

FLOWERS
EXERCISE

SOLITAIRE

Find and circle the 15 words listed below. Find words straight across, up and down, 
and diagonally. All words are forwards reading only. No backwards. Good luck!

MEMORIAL
HONOR
SERVICE

HEALTHY
FRUITS

VEGETABLES


